Join the Summer Learning Challenge & Track Your Reading:
concordlibrary.beanstack.org

Earn Prizes!
Every week, you'll have a chance to win gift cards to local businesses! If you go to CCHS, and read 6 or more books, you could earn 2 homework passes.

All books available in digital format at:
http://www.hoopladigital.com
OR
SORA by Overdrive

Questions? Contact us:
childrens@concordlibrary.org

**Titles for High School Students**

*The Poet X* by Elizabeth Acevedo
*Internment* by Samira Ahmed
*The Perks of Being a Wallflower* by Stephen Chbosky
*Outliers: The Story of Success* by Malcolm Gladwell
*We Were Liars* by E Lockhart
*One of Us Is Lying* by Karen M. McManus
*All American Boys* by Jason Reynolds
*Long Way Down* by Jason Reynolds
* Fangirl* by Rainbow Rowell
*Aristotle and Dante Discover the Secrets of the Universe* by Benjamin Alire Saenz
*Dry* by Neal Shusterman
*Scythe* by Neal Shusterman
*UnWind* by Neal Shusterman
*Dear Martin* by Nic Stone

---

**Summer Reading List 2020**

**Grades 9-12**
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